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Fold 3

www.fold3.com
www.blog.fold3.com
www.archives.com
www.youtube.com/user/
Fold3team

GenSig Quote:
“People will not look forward
to posterity who never look
backward to their ancestors.”
Edmund Burke– 1790

GenSig Funnies:

“Traditionally, the third fold in
a flag-folding ceremony honors
and remembers veterans for
their sacrifice in defending
their country and promoting
peace in the world.”
In 2011, Footnote.com was
renamed Fold3 as part of a
move to focus on creating a
premier website for military
records.
Fold3 provides access to US
military records, including the
stories, photos, and personal
documents of the men and
women who served.
Some of the features of Fold3
include:



50 million + pages of
historical documents

*If only people came
with pull-down menus
and on-line help…



Census records from

*I want to find ALL of
them! So far I only
have a few thousand.

ORGANIZATION AND



Organize from the beginning in
a system that suits your
needs... but in which you can
quickly and easily find information when you want it. Set

Fold3 should be beneficial to:

Documents relating to the
Revolutionary War, Civil
War, WWI, WWII, and US
Presidents

Historians



Historical Newspapers



Naturalization documents



State Records



And much more….

Genealogists
Researchers
Enthusiasts
Family Historians
Teachers
Veterans & their families
Institutions

The Fold3 website has an excellent Training Center with
information and video tutorials
to instruct the researcher in
the best methods to use in
searching the different sections of the archives.
The website also has a Blog,
Spotlights, and Memorial pages.

G e n S i g

PLANNING

1860 and 1930

T i p

up "proof files" - your original
documents, "Portable files" copies of your originals, family
group sheets, notes, etc. and
"Computer files."

Meaningful genealogy requires
thought. Develop a plan: "Why

Civil War, Atlanta, GA...Federal
picket line

am I doing genealogy?" Set
goals of what you plan to accomplish in a reasonable time
frame i.e. go back 4 generations, go back to the immigrant ancestor, do only my
father's male line, etc.

